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To all registered accompany persons,
Complimentary tours for registered accompany persons of ICOMS 2019
Thank you for your support to ICOMS 2019! Registered accompany persons entitle two
local tours and underneath please find the details for your information:
May 21 - Sugar Loaf Tour
Meeting point for all tours is at the Windsor Oceanico Lobby Bar. Tour departs
promptly at 9:00. Please arrive by 8:45am. Change of date is not allowed. Tour will
be guided in English and Portuguese.
Description: A five-hour tour to an iconic symbol of the city, mount Sugar Loaf, which rises
up from a peninsula on the Guanabara Bay. To reach the summit, 2 different cable -cars:
the first takes passengers to the top of the Urca H ill, which rises 215 meters above sea
level; the second goes all the way to the top of Sugar Loaf which rises 390 meters above
sea level and offers a 360° view of Rio. From there you will enjoy the fantastic views of
the Sugar Loaf from Mount Urca, the city of Rio, and Guanabara Bay, making for an
incredible group experience
May 22 - Historic Tour
Meeting point for all tours is at the Windsor Oceanico Lobby Bar. Tour departs
promptly at 9:00. Please arrive by 8:45am. Change of date is not allowed. Tour will
be guided in English and Portuguese.
Description: A five-hour tour ideal for history and culture lovers. This tour will show you
Rio's colonial, mid-century and eclectic buildings. Its rich history, fascinating architecture
and the busy downtown area are what make this tour worthwhile. Experience the history
and cultural heritage of Rio de Janeiro with a historical tour through the city’s downtown
area. Offering in-depth guidance from a friendly, knowledgeable, local guide,
this tour showcases how old and new co-exist in downtown Rio. The tour, encompassing
churches, museums, parks, and other landmarks, provides the history and stories behind
the architecture of the city, and details how these sites have shaped the culture and
landscape of modern Rio de Janeiro. An engaging and informative experience,
this tour will expand your understanding of Rio and will offer rewarding cultural and
historical insights, rounding out an enjoyable and educational city experience.
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Important Notes:
1. You are advised to bring sun protection (hat/glasses/sunscreen) and wear comfortable
clothing/shoes. Bring your camera to capture precious moments and beautiful scenery.
2. None of the tours have lunch/snack included, you will have time to eat during the tour when it's time
at leisure. Feel free to bring a snack or buy at the tour's location.
3. For identification purpose, please get your name badge at conference registration counters before
meeting us up for the tour. Registration counters will open from May 20 onwards and details of
operation hours will be available on website one month prior the conference.
4. Change of tour date is not allowed.
5. You don't have to contact the conference secretariat to make the tour reservation as you are
on the list already.
Should you have any queries, please feel free to contact Rebeca Pires at
email: rebeca.pires@esalatinamerica.com or mobile: +55-21-96973-6629 at your earliest
convenience.
Thank you for your kind attention and look forward to greeting you in Rio de Janeiro!
Yours sincerely,
ICOMS 2019 Conference Secretariat
C/o ESA Latin America
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